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@CHEMTrust
chemtrust.orgAbout CHEM Trust

• Registered charity working at UK, EU & 
Global levels to protect humans & wildlife 
from harmful chemicals

• Working at the science/policy interface, in 
partnership with academics, regulators and 
other civil society groups

• See our blog & twitter for more information: 
chemtrust.org @CHEMTrust

https://chemtrust.org/
https://twitter.com/CHEMTrust


Chemical pollution

“It is suggested that at least 27% of total 
ecosystem losses are due to pollution by 
chemicals.” UNEP, Global Chemicals Outlook, 2013 

“Pollution is the largest environmental 
cause of disease and premature death 
in the world today.”
The Lancet Commission on Pollution and Health, 2018

A key driver of the biodiversity crisis and public health crisis



PFAS - Out of control contamination?

> 9,000 PFAS and counting

Many things everywhere and in everyone
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Properties of concern

à Some PFAS are highly mobile in the environment
à Some PFAS are bioaccumulative
à All PFAS or their degradation products are very 

persistent

Well-known PFAS have concerning toxicities
Including: toxic to reproduction, to liver, reduce response to vaccine, possible carcinogen 

à But large data gap regarding the toxicity of thousands of PFAS 
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“these are the most persistent chemicals we are facing today”*Dr. Zhanyun Wang, ETH Zürich. 

*Quote from: Tainted water: the scientists tracing thousands of fluorinated chemicals in our environment. Nature news features, 06 February 2019. 

The forever chemicals PFOS half-life in water > 92 years
Fluoropolymers in soil > 1000 years

à High persistence leads to accumulation in the environment

à Accumulation means that levels at which adverse effects are triggered can be 
exceeded over time; including, unforeseen effects

Time

Chemical 
concentration

Level at which adverse effect appears



Enduring poisons from the past

ü PFOS and PFOA 
ubiquitous in children’s 
blood

à still considerable 
exposure of the young 
generation to the phased 
out chemicals PFOS and 
PFOA



< EQS

> EQS

PFOS contamination in 
surface water in England 
2016-2018

Source: Environment Agency, 2019

The legacy 
contamination is 
widespread and at 
levels exceeding 
environmental standards

The legacy 
contamination is diffuse
with no clear source of 
emission
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“The removal and remediation of 
contaminated sediments on a large scale is 
regarded as being technically infeasible.”

From 2019 UK Marine Strategy, regarding PCBs legacy 

à Persistent chemicals creates a persistent legacy, one impacting future generations

Lessons for chemical management

à Once persistent chemicals are in the environment, people and wildlife, reversing the 
contamination is extremely challenging

Only efficient protective measure = stopping emissions



To protect present and future 
generations:

Urgency
to stop the emissions of highly persistent 

PFAS into the environment
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It is the only way to:
àStop regrettable substitution
àAccount for all possible sources of 

emissions
àStop PFAS accumulation in people 

and the environment

CHEM Trust’s view

We need to ban PFAS as a group for all non-essential uses

Can’t continue to let PFAS accumulate in the environment, 
whilst waiting for the toxicological profile of the 9,000+ PFAS



Evolution of the estimated safe level 
of exposure
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estimated safe 

level of 
exposure
to PFOA

(in ng/kg bw/day)

UK 2006:
3000 ng

EU 2008:
1500 ng

EU 2020:
0.63 ng

EU 2018:
0.86 ng

DK 2015:
100 ng

US 2016:
20 ng

Decreased 
by 5000 
times in 
14 years
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The more we learn, the more concerning it is



No time to lose

• Europe has started acting on the whole PFAS group
• We need urgent action to minimise global emissions, including:

àphasing out all non-essential uses of all PFAS 
àdeveloping safer alternatives for essential uses

• We need more transparency about contaminated sites in the UK
• We need guidance and advice for citizens on how to reduce exposure
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Every year of delay in regulation threatens the health of future generations



Thank you 
for your 
attention
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